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Abstract

Purpose: To assess differentially methylated “landscapes” according to prostate cancer Gleason score (GS) and ERG oncogene expression status, and to determine the extent of polycomb group (PcG) target gene involvement, we sought to assess the genome-wide DNA methylation profile of prostate cancer according to Gleason score and ERG expression.

Experimental Design: Genomic DNA from 39 prostate cancer specimens was hybridized to CpG island microarrays through differential methylation hybridization. We compared methylation profiles between Gleason score and ERG expression status as well as Gleason score stratified by ERG expression status. In addition, we compared results from our dataset to publicly available datasets of histone modifications in benign prostate cells.

Results: We discovered hundreds of distinct differentially methylated regions (DMR) associated with increasing Gleason score and ERG. Furthermore, the number of DMRs associated with Gleason score was greatly expanded by stratifying samples into ERG-positive versus ERG-negative, with ERG-positive/GS-associated DMRs being primarily hypermethylated as opposed to hypomethylated. Finally, we found that there was a significant overlap between either Gleason score–related or ERG-hypermethylated DMRs and distinct regions in benign epithelial cells that have PcG signatures (H3K27me3, SUZ12) and lack active gene expression signatures (H3K4me3, RNA pol II).

Conclusions: This work defines methylation landscapes of prostate cancer according to Gleason score, and suggests that initiating genetic events may influence the prostate cancer epigenome, which is further perturbed as prostate cancer progresses. Moreover, CpG islands with silent chromatin signatures in benign cells are particularly susceptible to prostate cancer–related hypermethylation. Clin Cancer Res; 19(13); 3450–61. ©2013 AACR.

Introduction

Prostate cancer remains a significant health burden for men and represents a challenge for physicians and patients in deciding optimal treatment course as overdiagnosis has become more prevalent (1). Much of the challenge can be attributed to the large number of indolent tumors identified in recent years due to widespread prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing (2, 3). To address this challenge, a great deal of effort is focused on searching the genome for biomarkers that may better inform of prostate cancer prognosis (4). Despite this effort, there has been a general deficiency of clinically useful biomarkers that can be applied pre- and posttreatment, as most do not offer significant additional information beyond classic pathologic parameters such as grade [as indicated by Gleason score (GS)] and stage. To reflect the morphologic heterogeneity of a prostate cancer, the Gleason score (ranging from 2 to 10) is composed of the two most dominant architectural patterns, which are numbered 1 to 5. If only one pattern is present, this is doubled to give the Gleason score (5, 6).

Previous studies have attempted to discern genetic and expression-based markers that may be indicators of prostate cancer prognosis, either correlating with clinical variables such as Gleason score or predicting disease recurrence (7, 8).
Numerous genetic and epigenetic changes are associated with prostate carcinogenesis and disease progression, including expression of an oncogenic fusion gene (TMPRSS2:ERG) as an early genetic event and increased DNA methylation. Here, we find that stratifying prostate cancer by ERG expression status expands the potential number of prognosis-related epigenetic events. Furthermore, we find that many regions with increased methylation may already be in a transcriptionally silent state in benign prostate cells through epigenetic mechanisms other than DNA methylation. This work further characterizes molecular subtypes of prostate cancer and identifies potential new biomarkers associated with disease course within these subtypes.

In this study, we sought to analyze methylation on a genome-wide scale to discover methylated loci associated with Gleason score in two manners–irrespective of ERG status and after stratification into ERG-positive or -negative cancers. We reasoned that ERG fusion is present in approximately half of all prostate cancer cases and representative cancers. We reasoned that ERG fusion may be in a transcriptionally silent state in benign prostate cells through epigenetic mechanisms other than DNA methylation. This work further characterizes molecular subtypes of prostate cancer and identifies potential new biomarkers associated with disease course within these subtypes.

Materials and Methods

DNA extraction and differential methylation hybridization

GS6 and GS8 frozen tumors were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and crushed before DNA extraction. For GS7 frozen tumors, frozen sections 8 μm in thickness were made, stained with hematoxylin, and tumor tissue dissected using an 18-gauge needle. DNA was extracted from this tissue using the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s recommended protocol for tissue specimens. Nine patients with GS7 had both a clearly delineated Gleason pattern 3 and Gleason pattern 4 within the same tumor, which were dissected and extracted separately. For the remaining 10 GS7 specimens, only 1 dominant Gleason pattern was present in the frozen tumor, so DNA from the entire carcinoma was extracted.

We used the differential methylation hybridization (DMH) approach to enrich for methylated DNA regions as previously described (24). The pattern 3 and 4 specimens from 9 patients with GS7 were arrayed separately, with subsequent array results averaged to give a single reading for each patient. The GS6 and GS8 specimens were previously analyzed and have been deposited into Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) as dataset GSE 15298.

CpG island microarray data analysis

Normalized log₁₀ ratios of tumor/reference intensities from Agilent Feature Extraction software were subjected to a batch effect correction model as previously described (25). The corrected data was subsequently analyzed using SPSS v18. For the Gleason score analysis, we conducted ANOVA across 3 groups of GS6, GS7, and GS ≥ 8 and filtered higher levels of methylation of HOXD3, TBX15, and CYP26A1 in ERG-positive cancers (23). Furthermore, we assessed the overlap between hypermethylated regions and regions of active or silent chromatin in benign prostate cells based on previous reports of DNA methylation accrual at polycomb-repressed regions.

Translational Relevance

Numerous genetic and epigenetic changes are associated with prostate carcinogenesis and disease progression, including expression of an oncogenic fusion gene (TMPRSS2:ERG) as an early genetic event and increased DNA methylation. Here, we find that stratifying prostate cancer by ERG expression status expands the potential number of prognosis-related epigenetic events. Furthermore, we find that many regions with increased methylation may already be in a transcriptionally silent state in benign prostate cells through epigenetic mechanisms other than DNA methylation. This work further characterizes molecular subtypes of prostate cancer and identifies potential new biomarkers associated with disease course within these subtypes.
significant probes \( (P < 0.05) \) to have a difference of 2-fold or more when comparing the GS6 to GS \( \geq 8 \) groups. When comparing GS6 versus GS7 and GS7 versus GS \( \geq 8 \), fold change criteria was relaxed to include differences 1.5 or more, as fold changes 2 or more limited these datasets to 2 and 9 significant probes, respectively. For ERG-stratified methylation analysis, classical \( t \) tests were conducted and significant probes \( (P < 0.05) \) were again filtered to have a difference 2-fold or more when comparing the 2 groups.

To assess differences between the locations of differentially methylated regions (DMR), we first assigned location using the annotate feature within CisGenome software v2.0 (The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD; ref. 26). Bed files of genome coordinates (hg18) were loaded into (The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD; ref. 26). Bed files of genome coordinates (hg18) were loaded into CisGenome and coordinates were then assigned to the closest gene and gene region based on the following criteria: "Promoter," \(+2,500 \) to \(-1,500 \) relative to transcription start site (TSS); "Intragenic," \(-1,501 \) TSS to transcription end site (TES); "Intergenic," \(+2,500 \) TSS and beyond TES. Proportional differences in DMR location were then tested using the \( \chi^2 \) test and \( P \leq 0.017 \) (Bonferroni adjustment of 3 tests) were considered significant.

ERG immunohistochemistry

FFPE tumor samples were obtained and immunohistochemistry was conducted on the block matching the frozen tumor in 12 of 35 cases, whereas in the remaining cases tumor from an adjacent tissue block, but representative of the same tumor, was used. Immunostaining of the tissue sections for ERG was conducted as previously described (23).

A methodologic flow-chart of case selection and samples analyzed for DNA methylation and ERG immunohistochemistry is shown in Supplementary Fig. S1.

Unsupervised clustering

Clustering of data was conducted using normalized log ratios from CpG island microarrays with Cluster 3.0 software (University of Tokyo, Human Genome Center, Tokyo, Japan) and visualized using TreeView software v1.60 (Eisen Laboratory University of California at Berkeley, CA). As this software could not analyze all 237,000 probes, datasets were filtered for probes that had a SD across samples of 1.5 or more. This limited the Agilent CpG island methylation data to 193 probes. Unsupervised clustering was then conducted using the Euclidean distance similarity metrics for probes and cases and average linkage clustering method.

Functional annotation

The Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrative Discovery (DAVID) was used for functional annotation clustering of DMRs associated with specific genes. Gene lists were uploaded into the DAVID list manager using the official gene symbol and a background gene list based on the Agilent human CpG island platform was selected. Significant annotation clusters were based on an enrichment score 1.3 or more as described by Huang da and colleagues (27).

Publicly available ChIP-chip and methylation data analysis

Processed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-chip datasets published by Takeshima and colleagues (28) and Gal-Yam and colleagues (18) were downloaded from the GEO website under accessions GSE15154 and GSE12334, respectively. The Takeshima dataset allowed direct probe comparisons with our methylation data as the Agilent CpG island platform was similarly used for ChIP-chip. For each histone modification (H3Ac, H3K4me3, H3K9me3, and H3K27me3) and RNA polymerase II (RNA pol II) binding analyzed in RWPE-1 cells as well as DNA methylation of other cell lines in the Takeshima dataset, we conducted \( t \) test statistics comparing means from our regions of interest versus the average from all probes throughout the genome for each individual ChIP/methylation profile.

For validation of findings in our dataset, we used a set of 57 DNA methylation markers identified as associated with disease recurrence (biochemical, clinical, or systemic) from a recent publication using Illumina27 arrays (18). Agilent CpG island array probes or Nimblegen custom tiling probes from the ChIP-chip data that overlapped the CpGs analyzed by Illumina arrays for each of the 57 genes (18) were used for analysis of histone modifications and RNA pol II binding in benign cells. A Bonferroni corrected \( t \) test was again used to analyze this data, with \( P \leq 1.14 \times 10^{-7} \) (44 tests conducted) considered significant.

Results

Gleason score–related methylation changes

To discover genes that had significantly different methylation profiles across all Gleason scores (6, 7, and 8), we established criteria for differential methylation as a fold change between GS6 and GS \( \geq 8 \) of \( \geq 2 \) (positive or negative) and ANOVA \( P \) value comparing all Gleason score of 0.05 or less. This produced a list of 474 differentially methylated probes, representing 427 unique gene regions across all Gleason scores analyzed (Figure 1B and Supplementary Table S1). All significant probes from this analysis were similarly significant in our previous analysis of GS6 versus GS8, which was conducted using a Bayesian model (24). Thus, we considered this approach to be slightly more stringent than our previous approach.

Interestingly, 321 (75.2\%) of the DMRs were hypomethylated according to increasing Gleason score compared with 106 (24.8\%) that were hypermethylated. We also conducted pairwise analyses comparing GS6 with GS7 and GS7 with GS \( \geq 8 \). Fold changes within these comparisons were considerably less than comparing GS6 with GS8, so we relaxed the significance criteria to include fold changes 1.5 or more. In the GS6 versus GS7 analysis, 189 probes representing 182 distinct genomic locations were differentially methylated (Supplementary Table S1). The majority of these regions were hypomethylated in GS7 compared with GS6 (167), compared with just 15 that were hypermethylated. The most significant hypomethylated region was found in an intergenic location adjacent to BARHL2.
In the GS7 versus GS8 analysis, 61 probes representing 50 regions were differentially methylated (Supplementary Table S1). Contrary to what was found in GS6 versus GS7, the majority of the regions were hypermethylated (30) as compared with hypomethylated (12) in GS8 as compared with GS7. Hypermethylation of the PITPNM1 promoter was the most significant of all DMRs (fold change = 1.56; P < 0.001), whereas the most significant hypomethylated region was intragenic to BCAT2 (fold change = 1.56; P = 0.001). Among the genes with greater methylation in GS ≥8 versus GS7 was TBX15, another gene which we have previously published as correlated with Gleason score (23).

As the Agilent CpG island platform had representation within promoter, intragenic, and intergenic regions, we tested the distribution of hypomethylated versus hypermethylated regions in the total Gleason score analysis. The distribution of probe locations was significantly different between the two, with a greater fraction of hypermethylated probes occurring in intergenic regions and smaller fraction occurring in promoter regions (Fig. 1A; \( \chi^2 P = 5.79 \times 10^{-3} \)).

**ERG-related DNA methylation changes**

Next, we sought to determine if there were gene-specific DNA methylation differences by stratifying the microarray cases based on ERG protein expression status. Of the 39 prostate cancer cases submitted for CpG island array analysis, 16 were positive for ERG expression, 18 were negative, and 5 were indeterminate due to insufficient tumor material. The summary of ERG expression status along with clinicopathologic characteristics of this cohort is in Supplementary Table S2.

The comparison of ERG-positive and -negative cases revealed a total of 195 differentially methylated probes representing 123 unique locations, with 100 hypermethylated and regions only 23 hypomethylated regions (Supplementary
Table S3). Intragene hypermethylation of the PRDM16 gene was the most significant DMR (Figure 2D; fold change = 2.33; P < 0.001), whereas the most significant hypomethylated region was in the GREM 1 promoter (Figure 2C; fold change = 2.71; P < 0.001). Of note, TBX15 methylation was also significantly associated with ERG expression, whereas HOXD3 met the threshold criteria for P value (4 probes < 0.05) but did not meet the fold change criteria (maximum fold change = 1.79). CYP26A1 was not significant either by fold change or P value. This suggests that our statistical analysis suitably detects strong associations but may miss weaker associations, as correlations observed in our previously published larger validation cohort were strongest for TBX15, followed by HOXD3 and finally CYP26A1 (23).

Furthermore, of the 3 overlapping regions between our arrays and the top 100 DMRs published by Borno and colleagues, 2 were consistent (CACNA1D and GREM1), whereas the third (FOXE3) was not detected in our array analysis, providing further evidence that our DMRs were specific but may lack some sensitivity.

We then tested if any of the differentially methylated probes discovered in the Gleason score analysis were similarly differentially methylated according to ERG expression status. Only 7 DMRs were overlapping between the 2 analyses (Figure 2B and Table 1), suggesting that ERG-related methylation events are mostly not indicative of Gleason score-related methylation changes.

Similar to the Gleason score hypermethylated probes, approximately 50% of ERG-related hypermethylation locations were found in introgenic regions, whereas there were fewer hypermethylation events in gene promoter regions. All together, the genomic locations of hypermethylated versus hypomethylated probes were significantly different (Fig. 2A; P = 0.001).

All of the above results were based on stratification of cases into distinct categories based on Gleason score or ERG expression. Therefore, to group samples together based on methylation profiles in an unbiased fashion, we conducted hierarchical clustering of cases and probes using the CpG island microarray data. From this analysis, 193 of the most variable probes (≥1.5 SD across all 39 prostate cancer specimens) representing 110 unique genes distinguished

Table 1. Significant genomic regions showing hypermethylation correlating with Gleason score in ERG-positive cases and hypomethylation correlating with Gleason score in ERG-negative cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene symbol</th>
<th>Probe coordinates</th>
<th>ERG negative</th>
<th>ERG positive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GS7-10 vs. GS6</td>
<td>ANOVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr5:002696343-002696402</td>
<td>chr5:002696343-002696402</td>
<td>−1.607095846</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR4A2</td>
<td>chr2:156885322-156885371</td>
<td>−1.801580198</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMT-HES3</td>
<td>chr1:006224560-006224619</td>
<td>−1.406138296</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBR1</td>
<td>chr1:161981774-161981818</td>
<td>−1.297381807</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRKCE</td>
<td>chr2:045732845-045732889</td>
<td>−1.25398302</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr13:111675469-111675518</td>
<td>chr13:111675469-111675518</td>
<td>−1.261257411</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 distinct clusters of cases, with 14 cases in cluster 1 and 25 cases in cluster 2 (Fig. 3). Interestingly, ERG expression status was significantly different between clusters 1 and 2, with 1 of 10 cases in cluster 1 ERG-positive and 17 of 24 cases in cluster 2 ERG-positive (Fisher exact P = 0.002).

Gleason score and ERG

As ERG expression status seemed to have an effect on the methylation level of numerous genes and thus may confound overall Gleason score results, we next tested for differences between Gleason score within each ERG subtype (positive or negative). In the ERG-negative group, we discovered 412 differentially methylated probes representing 388 genomic regions (Supplementary Table S3) that were associated with Gleason score, with the overwhelming majority being hypomethylated (388 of 388; 97.9%). The majority of the hypomethylated regions were localized to promoters (Figure 4A, 50.8%), followed by intergenic and intragenic locations (30.2% and 19.1%, respectively).

The trend of more hypomethylated regions was also present in the ERG-positive group, although not to the same extent. Of the 580 genomic regions differentially methylated between Gleason score in ERG-positive prostate cancer, 374 were hypomethylated (64.5%), whereas 206 (35.5%) were hypermethylated (Supplementary Table S3). Again, the differences between hypomethylated and hypermethylated locations were striking, with 64.2% of hypomethylated regions existing in gene promoters compared with 22.3% for hypermethylated regions. Conversely, intergenic locations comprised 22.5% of the hypomethylated regions, whereas 48.1% of hypermethylated regions were intergenic (P = 4.25 × 10⁻¹⁹).

Finally, we compared DMRs that associate with Gleason score in the overall Gleason score analysis and the ERG-stratified Gleason score analysis (Fig. 4B–D). Of the 388 regions associated with Gleason score in ERG-negative cases, 98 overlapped with regions significant in the total Gleason score analysis that did not take ERG expression into consideration. Similarly, 87 regions significantly associated with Gleason score in ERG-positive cases overlapped with probes significant in the total Gleason score analysis. By removing such overlapping probes, we found 487 gene
regions associated with Gleason score unique to ERG-positive cases and 284 gene regions associated with Gleason score unique to ERG-negative cases. Interestingly, we noted 6 unique instances where hypermethylation of a specific probe was associated with Gleason score in ERG-positive specimens, whereas hypomethylation of the same region was associated with Gleason score in ERG-negative specimens (Table 1). There were no instances where hypomethylation was associated with Gleason score in ERG-positive cancers, whereas hypermethylation of the same region was associated with Gleason score in ERG-negative prostate cancer.

**Functional annotation**

To identify groups of genes belonging to different biologic pathways that may be targeted by DNA methylation, we conducted DAVID functional clustering analysis using the regions detected from analysis of Gleason score and ERG stratification data.

Using the functional annotation enrichment feature, there was strong enrichment for DNA-binding proteins/transcription factors in all datasets (Supplementary Tables S4 and S5). In particular, homeobox gene hypermethylation was strongly enriched in higher-grade prostate cancer as were genes involved in neuronal differentiation (Benjamini–Hochberg–adjusted \( P = 1.91 \times 10^{-10} \) and \( 4.2 \times 10^{-8} \), respectively). For hypomethylated regions, genes involved in RNA metabolism were significantly enriched as were DNA-binding proteins (Benjamini–Hochberg–adjusted \( P = 0.002 \) and \( 2.11 \times 10^{-5} \), respectively). With respect to hypermethylated DMRs based on ERG expression, homeobox genes were again strongly enriched as were genes involved in positively regulating transcription from RNA pol II promoters (Benjamini–Hochberg–adjusted \( P = 1.20 \times 10^{-5} \) and .002, respectively). Similar strong enrichment of homeobox genes was found in Gleason score–associated hypermethylated regions in ERG-positive cases only (Supplementary Table S5). Not
included in this analysis were ERG-associated hypomethylated regions or Gleason score–associated hypermethylated regions in ERG-negative cases, as there were an insufficient number of regions/genes to conduct a meaningful analysis (N < 25).  

DNA methylation and polycomb-repressive marks  
As all hypermethylated datasets (Gleason score and ERG associated) had strong enrichment of homeobox transcription factors and these genes are well-characterized targets of PRCs, we assessed the overlap between hypermethylated
DMRs associated with Gleason score and/or ERG with publicly available data analyzing the PRC associated histone modification H3K27me3 in benign RWPE-1 cells (28). ChIP of H3K4me3, H3Ac, H3K9me3, and RNA pol II in RWPE-1 and methylated DNA immunoprecipitation of RWPE-1, PrEC, and 5 prostate cancer cell lines was also conducted in this dataset and used in this analysis. In the Gleason score–associated hypermethylation probeset, there was significantly greater H3K27me3 (Fig. 5A; t test; \( P = 1.68 \times 10^{-10} \)) along with fewer than expected regions with active histone marks H3Ac, H3K4me3 as well as RNA pol II binding (\( t \) test; \( P = 8.00 \times 10^{-17} \), and \( 1.77 \times 10^{-12} \), and \( 3.58 \times 10^{-13} \), respectively), suggesting that many of the hypermethylated DMRs are in a transcriptionally silent state in benign cells.

In the ERG-positive hypermethylated and ERG-positive hypermethylated associated with Gleason score datasets, we again observed enrichment of H3K27me3 in RWPE-1 cells (\( t \) test; \( P = 2.62 \times 10^{-10} \) and \( 6.44 \times 10^{-17} \), respectively), along with depletion of RNA pol II binding (\( t \) test; \( P = 8.79 \times 10^{-28} \) and \( 7.71 \times 10^{-35} \), respectively).

To confirm that enriched H3K27me3 was not a unique feature of HPV-18–immortalized RWPE-1 cells, we used data generated from benign PrEC cells on a separate platform (19). This dataset analyzed DNA methylation, H3K27me3, and SUZ12 binding in both PrEC and PC3 cells. There was strong enrichment of H3K27me3 in both PrEC and PC3 cells within the 17 regions from this dataset, which overlapped with our 106 Gleason score–associated hypermethylated DMRs (Fig. 5B; \( t \) test; \( P = 9.23 \times 10^{-18} \) and \( 3.28 \times 10^{-5} \), respectively). SUZ12 had enriched binding in PrEC cells, but not in PC3 cells, for regions localized to our Gleason score–associated hypermethylated DMRs (\( t \) test; \( P = 2.25 \times 10^{-9} \) and 0.91, respectively), suggesting that while some H3K27me3 polycomb-repressive marks remain, PRC2 binding is lost at these loci in PC3 cells. Not surprisingly, we observed increased levels of DNA methylation for our Gleason score hypermethylated DMRs in PC3 cells.
cells, whereas PrEC cells were significantly depleted of methylation ($t$ test; $P = 4.28 \times 10^{-17}$ and $2.33 \times 10^{-3}$, respectively).

In addition, we analyzed prostate cancer prognostic DNA methylation markers discovered by Mahapatra and colleagues (18) in conjunction with the ChIP-chip datasets to assess if our findings were unique to our methylation dataset and/or platform. We found a significantly greater level of H3K27me3 in both ChIP-chip datasets (Fig. 5A and B; $P = 4.24 \times 10^{-13}$ and $2.96 \times 10^{-15}$) and a reduced level of RNA pol II binding in benign cells (Fig. 5A; $P = 4.23 \times 10^{-5}$), confirming the findings from our own methylation data.

**Discussion**

Prostate cancer is a clinically and morphologically heterogeneous disease and Gleason score remains one of the best markers of prostate cancer prognosis, whereas the \textit{TMPRSS2:ERG} gene fusion is one of the most common genetic aberrations found in prostate cancer, which conveys no independent prognostic significance. PRC expression and epigenetic signatures are also being realized as indicators of aggressive cancers and specific cancer subtypes (31, 32). We report here that the DNA methylation landscape in prostate cancer is altered with respect to Gleason score and expression of the ERG oncogene, and that unique sets of differentially methylated loci correlate with Gleason score when prostate cancer is stratified into ERG-negative and -positive subtypes. Furthermore, we report that the majority of hypermethylation events correlating with Gleason score and ERG occur in genes with polycomb-repressive marks in benign prostate epithelial cells.

We have previously reported DNA methylation changes that occur between high grade, GS $\geq 8$, and low grade, GS6 prostate cancer (24). In this study, we have included intermediate grade GS7 to assess changes that occur across the entire Gleason score spectrum and that occur specifically from GS6 to GS7 or GS7 to GS $\geq 8$. GS7 tumors vary markedly in disease course with some following a more aggressive course and others a more indolent one. Thus, analysis of GS7 methylomes may better separate indolent versus aggressive tumors. We found that many of the DMRs are more prevalent during the transition from GS6 to GS7 or from GS7 to GS $\geq 8$. For example, methylation of the SESN3 promoter was significantly greater in the GS7 versus GS $\geq 8$ analysis (fold change $1.53; P = 0.006$) and not in GS6 versus GS7 (fold change $= 1.18; P = 0.461$). It is important to note, however, that although many DMRs were only significant in either the GS6 versus GS7 or GS7 versus GS $\geq 8$ analysis, the direction of change in the nonsignificant comparison remained consistent (either increased or decreased methylation). The direction of change for each significant region was also consistent in the total Gleason score analysis. These results may be explained by the Gleason patterns present within each Gleason score. GS6 specimens in this study consisted of pure grade 3 pattern, whereas GS7 was by definition a mixture of grade 3 and 4 patterns and GS $\geq 8$ was pure grade 4 pattern. Therefore, differential methylation might be expected that is dependent on the proportion of grade 3 and 4 within the sample. We have previously reported such correlations with Gleason pattern (23, 29, 33).

Using genome-wide CpG island DNA methylation profiling, we report 123 unique DMRs that correlate with ERG oncogene expression. Of note, \textit{CACNA1D} and \textit{HEXA} hypomethylation was found in ERG-positive cases compared with ERG-negative. Both of these genes have been described as potential ERG target genes with increased expression in ERG-positive cancers (34, 35). In addition, hierarchical clustering of the top 193 variable probes from the microarray dataset revealed one methylome cluster with 17 of 24 cases positive for ERG expression, with the other cluster containing 1 of 10 cases positive for ERG expression. This observed relationship between ERG expression and gene specific DNA methylation is not surprising given the role of ERG as a transcription factor that likely requires epigenetic cofactors in modifying and remodeling surrounding chromatin to exert its effects. Recent functional work in ERG-overexpressing cells has identified global changes in chromatin interactions that are likely dependent on chromatin remodeling and
epigenetic changes (36). Furthermore, ERG expression has been shown to correlate with HDAC1 expression and also induces EZH2 expression (37, 38), both of which may cooperate with DNA methylation to promote a silent chromatin state (30, 39). Both mechanisms fit with our results as the majority of DMRs were hypermethylated in ERG-positive cancers (100 of 123; 81.3%), and thus would likely be in a silenced state.

Recently published studies have highlighted potential differences in DNA methylation of a few selected genes between ERG-negative and -positive prostate cancer (40, 41). Borno and colleagues have also recently shown genome-wide DNA methylation differences in TMRPSS2: ERG fusion positive versus fusion negative cases (42). Here, we as well find methylation differences between ERG-positive and -negative prostate cancer, and further describe Gleason score-related DMRs unique to both subsets of tumors. Of note, ERG expression—negative prostate cancer contained predominantly hypomethylated Gleason score-related DMRs, whereas the ERG-positive prostate cancer analysis showed a more equal distribution of hypomethylation and hypermethylated DMRs (although still trending toward hypomethylation). Furthermore, by stratifying tumors into distinct ERG-related subtypes, we expanded the number of Gleason score-related methylation events, possibly by removing an existing underlying genetic confounding factor (i.e., TMRPSS2:ERG status).

We also found that all significant DMRs, regardless of analysis, were enriched for transcription factors and DNA-binding proteins. In particular, homeobox genes were within the top enriched category for all hypermethylated datasets. We have noted this before in prostate cancer (24), as have others in lung cancer, breast cancer, and astrocytoma (43–45) and again in prostate cancer in the recently published study by Borno and colleagues (42). In addition, we observed that the majority of hypermethylated DMRs are localized to regions with the PRC-associated H3K27me3 silent chromatin mark and largely devoid of activating marks in benign prostate epithelial cells. This phenomenon has previously been described in colon cancer cells (46). Numerous groups have shown links between DNA methylation and PcG genes (19–21); however, these studies have been limited to in vitro cell line work or in silico analysis of methylated genes discovered from tissues along with overlapping polycomb marks in embryonic stem cells. For example, previous in vitro work has described increased methylation of PrEC polycomb-marked genes in the prostate cancer cell line PC3 (19). This gain of DNA methylation occasionally coexists with H3K27me3 or, in the more common scenario, is found with concomitant loss of H3K27me3 in PC3 cells (termed as an "epigenetic switch"). Our results suggest that this may also occur in vivo as our hypermethylated DMRs overlapped regions of H3K27me3 loss and DNA methylation gain in PC3 cells. To address this fully, however, future work is necessary to assess PRC domains in benign and cancerous prostate tissue specimens.

The functional consequence of hypermethylated DMRs localized to homeobox genes and regions of H3K27me3 domains in remains unknown. As homeobox genes are master regulators, one possibility is that DNA methylation disturbs PRC-mediated regulation and may create a more stable silent state as opposed to a more dynamic state. Histone methylation, including H3K27me3, can be removed via well-known histone demethylases (47), whereas active DNA demethylation seems to be a more cumbersome process involving hydroxymethylation and DNA repair pathways (48, 49). Another possibility is that genes with PRC marks in benign prostate cells are particularly susceptible to DNA methylation in prostate cancer, but that the latter is merely a by-product of overactive DNA methylation machinery.

In conclusion, we present genome-wide DNA methylation signatures correlating with prostate cancer Gleason score, with ERG oncogene expression status, and with Gleason score stratified by ERG expression status. Furthermore, we show that in each of these analyses, DNA hypermethylation preferentially occurs at CpG islands with polycomb-repressive marks in benign prostate epithelial cells. Currently, this has unknown functional consequences, but may be useful in establishing patient prognosis by assessing epigenetic changes at polycomb-repressed loci. In addition, integrating ERG status into methylation biomarker discovery expands the list of potential events associated with poor prostate cancer prognosis, in theory by removing the effect of a potential confounding variable in prostate cancer biomarker studies. Thus, the epigenetic landscape of prostate cancer is dependent on the presence or absence of this fusion and can give clues about disease progression in prostate cancer.
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